


Typography for the LINK-J logo should use capital letters. It 

features a dignified impression and softness of the base 

color gray. The red mark on the top of the logo represents 

the gathering and diffusion of power. The design resembles 

fireworks or a flower.



Logo elements

The logotype   consists of hexagonal elements inspired by the benzene ring which express 
diffusion and connection.



Standard logo

LINK-J's corporate logo is an important symbol for the company's image. Please follow the 
guidelines when using the logo. Furthermore, to preserve readability, strictly adhere the 
minimum size requirements.

[Standard logo]

[Minimum size requirements]



Corporate colors [standard]

The standard corporate colors are gray and red. In general, please follow the rules below 
when using the logo. The background color should generally be white.

[Gray] [Red]



Corporate colors [alternative]

If it is difficult to use the [standard] corporate colors, you may also select from the 
[sub-colors]. The monochromatic logo should only be used in cases when the use of color 
would present difficulties.

[Gray]

[Red]

[Gray background]

[Monochrome]



Corporate colors under special situations [logo-background relationship]

Other background colors or background photographs should only be used when it is 
difficult to use background color that goes well with the [standard] or [alternative] 
corporate colors. In such cases, please strictly adhere to the following guidelines.

When using a background other than 
those specified, please select the logo 
color from the following.

[When the background color or photo is light]

[When the background color or photo is dark]

When adjusting logo color 
to background brightness, 
u se  t he  fo l l ow ing  as  a  
reference and be sure to 
maintain visibility.



Sub-colors

In addition to logo corporate colors, sub-colors used for LINK-J-sponsored event flyers and 
public relations materials should follow these guidelines. These colors should not be used 
for the logo's corporate colors.

[Sub-color]



Corporate name notation

All corporate name notations for official documents, business cards, stationery, signatures, 
etc. should use the following notations. Please choose the most appropriate one for the 
available space, etc.

[Japanese corporate name notation]

(Typeface: A-OTF Gothic MB101R)

□　Horizontal, 1 line type

□　Horizontal, 3 line type □　Vertical, 3 lines type

[Alphanumeric corporate name notation]

(Typeface: ITC Lubalin Graph Book)

□　Horizontal, 1 line type

□　Horizontal, 3 line type



Combined logo with Japanese corporate name

If you need to use the logo and corporate name together, please select the appropriate 
representation from the options below. Furthermore, as the alphanumeric corporate name 
has already been incorporated into the logo, it should not be added again.



Margin rules

Establish a protective surrounding area that maintains the independence of the LINK-J logo. 
The logo image is only effective when supported by white space. Please maintain 
adequate surrounding space when using the logo. 

[Single logo]

[Combined logo with Japanese corporate name]



The corporate logo is an important symbol expressing LINK-J's image. The addition of 
design elements and the adjustment of features such as character spacing, ratios, and 
orderings such as those shown below are not permitted.

Do not use logo motifs as a pattern Do not distort or deform the logo

Do not use the logo on a pattern or 
photo background

Do not change character spacing 

Only use colors permitted in the guidelines Do not change character sizing

Do not add other design elements Only use background colors permitted
 in the guidelines

Incorrect use



Recommended typefaces

In addition to the logo, the typeface also has a significant influence on LINK-J's corporate 
image. To maintain LINK-J's image and dignity, we recommend the use of the following 
typefaces for business cards, envelopes, organizational texts, and other items.

[Japanese typeface]

[Alphanumeric typeface]

example 
sentence

example 
sentence



When inserting the logo into document corners,
s set margins of 10mm from the edge of the paper.

When using for A4 paper
Maximum logo width of 60mm

Minimum size
Width of 20mm



Deployment image


